Practice quietly and build muscle at any hour. The Meinl Marshmallow Pad has a specially formulated,
super thick foam surface that provides rebound with ultra-low volume. This means you can drop the
decibels while practicing without losing a bouncy feel. Work on rudiments, dial-in technique or just chop
out while not disturbing anyone around you. The solid modern composite base is padded on the underside
so you can play the pad on any surface. The Meinl Marshmallow Pad is equipped with an 8 mm threaded
insert to mount on a cymbal stand. Available in 6” and 12” sizes.

Features:
•
•
•

Medium rebound from special "Marshmallow" foam surface
Mountable on cymbal stands
Non-slip composite base
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SKU

Description

SRP

UPC

MMP6BK

Meinl 6" Marshmallow Practice Pad, Black

29,90 €

842960147377

MMP12BK

Meinl 12" Marshmallow Practice Pad, Black

49,90 €

842960147384

„SKU“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and the
final price, applicable as of 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who remain free
to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is assumed for
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Practice quietly and build muscle at any hour. The Meinl Marshmallow Pad has a specially formulated,
super thick foam surface that provides rebound with ultra-low volume. This means you can drop the
decibels while practicing without losing a bouncy feel. Work on rudiments, dial-in technique or just chop
out while not disturbing anyone around you. The solid modern composite base is padded on the underside
so you can play the pad on any surface. The Meinl Marshmallow Pad is equipped with an 8 mm threaded
insert to mount on a cymbal stand.

Features:
•
•
•
•

Medium rebound from special "Marshmallow" foam surface
Mountable on cymbal stands
Non-slip composite base
Fits any snare stand
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MMP12SF

Meinl 12" Marshmallow Practice Pad, Sea Foam

49,90 €

842960147476

MMP12OR

Meinl 12" Marshmallow Practice Pad, Orange

49,90 €

842960147469

„SKU“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and the
final price, applicable as of 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who remain free
to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is assumed for
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Ultra-compact and easily collapsible, the Meinl Practice Pad Stand is a lightweight, convenient option for
practicing or getting warm-ups in while you're traveling. A threaded 8 mm connector allows you to mount
most practice pads that have threaded connections underneath of them (pad not included). Made of
durable black powder coated steel, this stand reaches a maximum height of 37" (94 cm) with a minimum
height of 19" (48 cm). Foldable legs make it easy to stow while taking up very little space, and the feet are
rubber-capped to prevent the stand from sliding or scratching sensitive floor surfaces.

Features:
•
•
•
•

Ultra-compact and collapsible
Fits most mountable practice pads (8 mm threaded connection)
Height adjustable
Foldable legs
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SRP

UPC

MPPS

Meinl Practice Pad Stand

21,90 €

842960147766

„SKU“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and the
final price, applicable as of 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who remain free
to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is assumed for
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Functional and eye-catching, the look of the Byzance Drum Key by Meinl is symbolic of Byzance cymbals —
dark and earthy, yet refined and precise. One side shows off the Byzance logo while the other features the
Meinl logo. The antique tin plated finish adds a unique touch to its appearance, along with a contoured
shape. Easy to tune with, the wing design is wide enough to make quick adjustments or head changes. A
key ring hole allows you to attach the Byzance Drum Key to your everyday set of keys.

Features:
Features Byzance and Meinl logos
Antique tin plated finish
Wide wing design for easy tuning adjustments and head changes
Key ring hole to attach to your everyday set of keys
Applicable for Tension Rods

MBKT

•
•
•
•
•

SKU

Description

SRP

UPC

MBKT

Meinl Byzance Drum Key, Antique Tin

10,90 €

842960147391

„SKU“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and the
final price, applicable as of 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who remain free
to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is assumed for
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A low-key design is coupled with ultra-durable materials to make the Meinl 22” Carbon Ripstop
Cymbal Bag ideal for traveling through packed city environments to get to the gig or studio. The all
black “carbon” exterior finish is made with strong 600D woven polyester ripstop. Extra threads
forming a cross-hatch pattern add protection against rips and tears. This material is backed with a
PVC lining to give the bag more structure and durability. Adjustable padded backpack straps with ABS
ladder locks and chest buckle let you wear the bag comfortably on your back to keep your hands
free. These straps may be tucked into the large rear pocket when not in use. A thick, reinforced
carrying grip gives you the ability to grab the bag quickly. For extra storage, the rear side features a
large zippered pocket where you can stow spare parts, tools, accessories or sheet music. To get
more use out of the exterior, the hihat compartment is equipped with a strip of heavy-duty webbed
PP loops to attach a carabiner or any other clip. This is a great place to attach keys, a water bottle or
quick access drum tools. Inside the main compartment, this heavily padded area holds cymbals up to
22” in diameter and includes four padded sewn-in cymbal dividers to prevent metal-on-metal contact.
The bottom features an extra-wide, thick EVA lining to protect cymbal edges and extend the life of the
bag. The exterior hihat compartment fits cymbals up to 15” in diameter and includes a padded cymbal
divider as well as a quick access pouch that’s perfect for a hihat clutch or drum key. All interior
surfaces are made with 420D polyester woven fabric with PU coating for abrasion resistance. Getting
into the bag is made easy with large metal zipper pull handles. These coiled nylon zippers are strong
and long-lasting while giving you a smooth, quick feel when opening and closing compartments.
Topping off the bag, a subtle Meinl logo blends in with the dark finish for a high-end, minimalist look
that doesn’t stand out.
Features:
• Heavy-duty ripstop fabric in carbon finish
• Main compartment fits 22” cymbals
• Four padded sewn-in cymbal dividers
• Hihat compartment fits 15” cymbals
• Padded adjustable backpack straps
• Strip of durable exterior loops to attach a carabiner or any other clip
• Large exterior zippered pocket
• Extra-wide EVA lining on the bottom for protection
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MCB22CR

Meinl 22” Carbon Ripstop Cymbal Bag

149,90 €

842960147827

„SKU“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and the
final price, applicable as of 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who remain free
to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is assumed for
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Meinl Heavy Cymbal Bacon adds a big sizzle sound to any ride, crash, or effect cymbal in your setup. From
traditional and brilliant to raw hand hammered cymbals, the Heavy Cymbal Bacon works with any sound
and does not scratch or harm cymbal finishes. The thin washer is made to fit on any cymbal stand and may
be placed underneath or on top of your cymbal felts (or use without felts). Instead of drilling your cymbals
to add rivets, the 10.5” stainless steel beaded chain will bounce on top of your cymbal to deliver a sizzle
effect that can be used in any setting.

Features:
•
•
•

Adds a big & filling sizzle effect to your cymbal
10.5" (26,7 cm) Stainless steel beaded chain
Works with all cymbal stands

HBAC compared to BACON

HBAC

SKU
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SRP
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HBAC

Meinl Heavy Cymbal Bacon

9,90 €

842960147360

„SKU“ stands for the article number as used by Roland Meinl Musikinstrumente GmbH & Co. KG („Meinl“). Each price as specified is our official list price in Euro and the
final price, applicable as of 2022 and subject to change. Each price as specified is also Meinl’s recommended retail price for dealers and other resellers who remain free
to set their own retail prices at all times. Price and model changes as well as changes to technical data are reserved without prior notice. No liability is assumed for
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